6.2 Summary: problems with existing public engagement
This thesis has described the current difficulties with processes of engagement with large-scale
transport infrastructure. The two most significant of these are;
1.

the linearity of existing programmes of public engagement with proposals, set in an
emergent context, and

2. the assumption that inhabitants have sufficient primary engagement with landscape to
respond to engagement procedures.
The problem of linearity is crucial, because if a system is linear, any one of a variety of filters or
blockages to engagement may prevent further progress. As discussed in Chapter Four, the
vastness of the Environmental Statement, for example, or the intimidating nature of
parliamentary petitioning, will prevent some individuals from engaging with HS2. As a baseline
condition, a lack of widespread primary landscape engagement is likely to mean that the
majority of inhabitants never travel down the path of ‘consultation’ as far as either of these two
blockages, and perhaps never engage in any way with the anticipated infrastructure.
Exacerbating these two issues is the problem caused by widespread misunderstanding of rural
localities on the urban fringe. They can be mistaken for urban areas, as explored in this research.
Or they can be viewed by the urban population as being degraded and of little value,
commonplace and therefore disposable. In the opinion of this Guardian journalist, for example;
“Green belt land has no inherent ecological or agricultural value, nor is it chosen
because it has natural beauty or protected wildlife. Much of it is poor-quality
scrubland or used for intensive farming.”
(Wiles, 21.5.2014)
This view is often used as an argument for the development of such land for housing or
industrial uses, and seldom to improve its green infrastructure, or farming practices, so that it
could provide better quality multi-functional ecosystem services. Such ‘ordinary’ rural places
are seldom seen as sufficiently important to merit serious thought about their complexities.
Inhabitants of these places, as a result, can be disregarded and marginalised by our society’s
urban bias. City dwellers, by contrast, can feel unthreatened by the prospect of change in their
local landscapes because they can be reasonably sure that nobody will get planning permission
to build an Amazon warehouse on their local park, for example. Their place is relatively secure

in its identity and form; it will continue to be urban. Rural people, particularly those close to
new transport infrastructure, do not have this sense of safety; change, when it comes, could be
massive and very unwelcome. These people are poorly understood, and dismissed as ‘nimbys’
(McClymont and O'Hare, 2008). This research, therefore, has not been about helping HS2 Ltd
to use public engagement to change rural inhabitants’ perceptions of proposed infrastructure.
Rather, it is about how to change HS2 Ltd’s perception of rural inhabitants and places, and from
there to work out a way that the infrastructure project can coexist with people, as they take a
leading role in minimising detriment and maximising benefit to their landscapes.
The emergent landscape context is a significant challenge for projects such as HS2, but inherent
in this unpredictable changeability is a possible solution to the challenges I have investigated.

6.3 Response; cascading engagement with landscape
This research finds that meaningful engagement of people in landscape planning and design
must itself be an emergent process, so that decisions can be “discussed, debated, negotiated and
ultimately learned rather than predetermined” (Lister, 2010: 540). Steiner’s locally generated
goals which “articulate an idealised future situation”(Steiner, 2008: 12) can sit within an
emergent system, if flexibility and responsiveness in interactions with designers are maintained.
This approach responds to Lister’s requirement that ‘adaptive design’ should emerge “from a
deliberative, integrative, cyclic and continuous – rather than deterministic and discrete –
approach to planning, design and management.” (Lister, 2010: 540). These views accord with my
concept of cascading engagement.
The differences between linear and cascading engagement are summarised in Figure 1 and
Figure 2, below.

Figure 1. Diagram of a linear public engagement process, in which information is handed down through
organisations which modify it and pass it on. Some is disseminated to inhabitants, who may have some
'bottom-up' input, but this is filtered or blocked on its way back up (author’s image)

Figure 2. Diagram of a cascading public engagement process, in which a triggering event causes an avalanche
of primary engagement with landscape, such that multiple forms of engagement flourish and diverge. The
pattern is not predictable because it will depend on the specific locality. Blockages are still present, but can be
circumvented, due to the branching pattern (author’s image).

Figure 1 shows a linear engagement process, in this case using neighbourhood planning as an
example. Edicts are issued from the top step, as the DCLG makes policies which are passed down
to the local authority in the form of the NPPF, related white papers and so on. The local
authority must enforce this legal framework at county or city level, and they do so by making
their own Local Plan. This Plan, alongside the DCLG rules and guidance about neighbourhood
planning, is passed down to parish councils. There have, so far, been no opportunities for
breaking away from the linear structure. When the PC takes its turn in the legislative process,
it is likely that it will form a steering group, and the rules and expectations for the NP are passed
on to that group. At every stage so far, the process has been strictly contained, with no
opportunity to branch out, circumvent a possible blockage, or reverse the flow. Each step on
the way has been presided over by a body which regulates the flow of information ‘downwards’
to the inhabitant. At any point, such a body can act to make the process more convergent, and
less branching. The steering group may decide to have a creative, divergent and deliberative
engagement process in order to inform their Plan. However, as discussed in Chapter Five, if any

bold and imaginative ideas about landscape do surface from the inhabitants, they will probably
only briefly reverse the flow of information, before they are ruled out by the steering group, or
the PC, or the Local Authority. Gallent’s research about Parish plans (which preceded NPs)
found that;
“On the admission of one group, their plan had been produced by four people (out of a
total of almost 3,000 residents) … a decision had been made early on not to contact
residents on particular streets owing to a perception of limited interest.”
(Gallent, 2013: 385)
As this demonstrates, such processes can be so tightly controlled by the groups acting as
gatekeepers, that there is no potential for cascading engagement. NPs are marketed as a tool
for reversing the power dynamic, and making the flow of information travel up the steps, from
local people. In reality, such a reversal is impossible, due to the force with which legislation
issues from the source. For this reason, calls for ‘bottom-up’ public engagement are an unhelpful
oversimplification; it is unrealistic to imagine that the simple reversal of this linear flow can be
achieved, or would be effective.
Such a diagram could easily illustrate the same linearity of engagement with high speed rail,
with the Department for Transport at the top of the steps, then, moving downwards, HS2 Ltd,
the HS2 regional engagement team, the PC and the inhabitant, again, at the bottom. In this
linear process, common blockages such as an unwilling Parish Council, or lack of publicity for
an engagement surgery, can effectively bring the whole process to a halt. As in the NP example,
any possibility of significant reversal of the flow of ideas and proposals is an illusion, because of
the strictly controlled parameters of the linear model.
Figure 2, by contrast, is one way of illustrating how cascading engagement with landscape could
work. The cascade is triggered by a disturbance, in this case at the centre of the diagram. This
could be a chance occurrence, such as a flood event, or a deliberate intervention (a stick in the
sand) made by a researcher or local activist, an engagement professional, or Parish Councillor.
It could be a single community walk, for example, or perhaps this PhD research. There are many
potential outcomes from the cascade, but the key aspect is that, whilst blockages to engagement
still exist, the multiple strands can diverge, and find new paths. In this respect it is similar to
aspects of the rhizomatic structure, as defined by Deleuze and Guattari, which “ may be broken,
shattered at a given spot, but it will start up again on one of its old lines, or on new lines.”
(Deleuze and Guattari, 2004: 9). The cascade is as difficult to control as Facebook, or Instagram,

but it is grounded in a material place. Like the rhizome, it “ has multiple entryways” (Deleuze
and Guattari, 2004: 12) and therefore has the potential to be democratic. The desired outcome
for such flourishing engagement would be that it empowers people, makes policy and shapes
the landscape, rather than the place simply being subject to legislation.
In this way, micro-scale actions could lead to unpredictable macro-scale effects; this is how
emergence works. It is how landscape creates itself, how it changes and gets things done. So,
can the power of the cascade, avalanche, or phase transition, be harnessed in the interests of
public engagement? And if so, how might this out-of-control, non-linear and exponentially
increasing engagement with the lived landscape be achieved?

6.4 Scenarios of cascading engagement
During this research I have been in direct contact with many people in Ashley and beyond it,
illustrated by Figure 3, which shows contact with named individuals (although anonymised
here) in the parish. Contact with these known people, however, has gone on to extend to
unnamed inhabitants; their friends, neighbours, children and so on.

Figure 3. Orange dots indicate known individuals with whom I was in contact within the parish boundary of
Ashley (author’s image using base map from: EDINA Digimap Ordnance Survey Service,
<http://edina.ac.uk/digimap>, created: February 2017, not to scale)

Figure 4 is an illustration of the engagement interventions that I have made in Ashley, showing
their potential to cascade in to a branching pattern of increasing complexity. This diagram
demonstrates the potential effects of multiple small actions, which could create avalanches of
engagement that begin to affect large numbers of people. The process illustrated in this figure
could apply to primary engagement with landscape, or to engagement with specific
infrastructure proposals. It is, however, a highly subjective illustration, pertaining only to what
might transpire as a result of my particular project, because every emergent landscape system
is unique. The precise effects of a researcher’s interventions will also be different to those of the
next researcher. The figure is not a forecast of specific future emergent effects, because
acceptance of strong emergence entails an acceptance of the impossibility of accurate
predictions. Rather it is an indication of the shape that could be taken by a series of interrelated
events. The timescale of this project does not allow me to return to Ashley five or ten years
hence, to observe and evaluate the outcomes of my experiments. Even if it did so, it would be
very difficult to prove that any cascading landscape engagement in the parish had been
catalysed by my own efforts.

Figure 4. Landscape engagement in Ashley, branching out from my interventions I made for this research, and
with the potential to cascade. Each green dot represents a person engaged by the research (author’s image).

Figure 4 does, however, explore something which I think people already know from experience
about how interconnections develop. We have become familiar with the concept of burgeoning
online social networks, for example, which illustrate how complex processes can overcome
obstacles; finding a way around them by generating more pathways which forge new links to
more nodes. The more branching a system becomes, the more connections can be made.

Figure 5. A simplified diagram showing how public engagement with landscape could cascade over time in
Ashley (author’s image). The ‘real’ process would be much more complex, as only three strands of activity have
been used here.

Figure 6. A simplified diagram showing how public engagement with landscape could fail to cascade, using the
same three strands of activity as above. Initial enthusiasm has waned (author’s iamage).

Figure 5 and Figure 6 illustrate two possible sets of outcomes in Ashley, conceived as timelines.
These are based on precedents produced by James Corner Field Operations (Diller Scofidio et
al., 2015) which were used to show members of the public how plant and animal species on New
York’s High Line might diversify over time. Figure 5 shows a simplified projection of how public
engagement could cascade in the parish, over the years to come. This is the desired outcome of
my research activity in Ashley. Note that that diagram is not simply dendritic, branching in the

same way as a tree, but that lines of connection loop back and interconnect. A metaphor that
illustrates this idea is Lister’s example of;
“a trail system in a park, which is somewhat connected using a hierarchy of paths that is
legible and efficient, and yet not so tightly connected that it compromises habitat, folds
in on itself, or prohibits spontaneous exploration.”
(Lister, 2015: 128)
For cascading engagement with landscape, however, no hierarchy is necessary. Figure 6 is a
projection of possible failure to cascade, in which, despite an initial spike in interest and
involvement on the part of inhabitants, engagement in landscape tails off and all paths lead
back to the parish council, which finds itself unable to support any further branching.
The difference between these two scenarios, is that, in the first, autocatalysis (see Chapter Five)
is achieved because feedback loops have begun and self-sustaining interconnections are
developing. The ‘products’ of certain engagement actions have become the initiating actions for
more engagement. Here, branching will tend to lead to further branching, with the potential for
increased complexity to lead to a cascade, such that a phase transition occurs. This might result
in a population that is exponentially more engaged with its own landscape, in a sustainable
pattern of activity. In the second scenario, the initial disturbance, in the form of engagement
activities, has some short-term effects, but all channels of activity only feed back to the parish
council meetings. Over time the initial effects of disturbance wear off and actions are restricted
to linear progress.
Reflecting on my production of the research timeline (Error! Reference source not found.,
which appears at the start of Chapter Five), drawn up at the end of the first half of my research,
I must conclude that it is a very poor summary of the events which took place. I include it in its
original form as a contrast to the diagrams in this chapter, and to show how my thinking has
changed over time. It is really no more than a list, and fails to communicate any sense of the
complex processes which connected the events together. As much can be learnt from such
connections as from the events themselves, and this is what the diagrams in this chapter seek
to demonstrate.
My final illustration of cascading landscape engagement in Ashley is Figure 7. This map also
presents an imagined future, but in contrast to the mapped cascading development scenarios
of Chapter Five (Error! Reference source not found. and Error! Reference source not

found.) this scenario shows a landscape after phase transition to widespread primary
engagement with landscape, with resulting significant changes to the place, as postulated here:
(Figure 7) The Parish Council have joined forces with the East Cheshire Ramblers to put pressure
on CEC for new public rights of way which join up the existing routes and increase access to
land. The ‘Ashley HS2 Liaison Group’ have coordinated with the Wildlife Trust, landowners and
HS2 to enable links to the HS2 National Cycleway to be built, removing cyclists from the
dangerous minor roads and promoting sustainable transport. Farmers have negotiated with
Tatton Estate Management, resulting in new leases for agricultural land that allow long term
sustainable food production, with profits kept local and methods supporting biodiversity and
soil health. These areas have the potential to include facilities for sustainable power generation.
The neighbourhood plan group has succeeded in allocating land for eight alms houses, built on
the site of previously demolished Victorian cottages and run by a housing cooperative. The
tenants’ association runs daily exchanges with the nursery school next door. Fields allocated for
development as logistics hubs at Airport City have become pro-greenbelt protest camps,
subversively supported by low-profile residents, in echoes of the past runway protests. After
action taken by local farmers, two sites have been allocated as nature reserves and recognised
as SSSIs. People are largely excluded from these areas. Woodland chains have been re-connected
and augmented along the Bollin and the M56 corridor, with local enthusiasts supporting the
work of the Mersey Rivers Trust and Bollin Valley Partnership. Some of this has been achieved
through tree planting, and some through allowing natural re-wilding to occur. Small pockets of
land severed by HS2 are now impossible to cultivate with farm machinery, and inhabitants are
debating their future use. Generous bands of mixed native woodland have been created along
the HS2 route, providing visual screening and wildlife corridors. HS2 Ltd have liaised fully with
inhabitants as to the size, position and component species of these woodlands. Marshy land
made wetter by runoff from the M56 and HS2 has been transformed into two attractively
planted wetlands close to the village centre. These work as flood alleviation measures, and also
filter contaminants. They are open for amenity use. Local people contribute to a volunteer
programme which maintains these areas and keeps them free of invasive species.

Figure 7. Imagined scenario of the future landscape of Ashley, demonstrating possible effects of cascading
public engagement with landscape. This is an enriched green belt with restored ecosystems, housing to answer
the local need for small dwellings for elderly people, and increased amenity value. Effects of infrastructure are
somewhat mitigated, and connectivity improved (author’s image).

It is perhaps possible that the disturbance created by the HS2 line alone might be sufficient to
provoke this cascade of engagement, as it is such a huge intervention in the landscape. This
would be in line with what Liz Richardson calls “the classic model of community action, protestbased and driven by neglect by authorities” (Richardson and Centre for Analysis of Social
Exclusion, 2008: 101). The examples of local reaction to the M56 and the airport second runway
suggest that it would be unwise to rely on a strongly pro-active response from local people.
According to local recollections, there was little or no protest about the motorway when it was
built, though particular households remain very aware of the noise problem, and impacts on
woodlands are enduring. The runway construction did provoke angry reactions at the time, but
this is sustained in the minds of inhabitants in the form of ongoing resentment (as seen for
example in the Ringway email, section 5.4.1), rather than increased engagement expressed as
positive action. Arguably, a series of imposed infrastructures might result in an increased sense
of powerlessness and inaction, rather than engagement. In any case, as Richardson finds, “a
positive perception of the effort authorities are making is a key factor in people deciding to do
something themselves to help” (Richardson and Centre for Analysis of Social Exclusion, 2008:
101), and it is not reasonable to consider divesting powerful and well-funded organisations of
their responsibility to the public.
Robyn Eversole finds that, in such situations, “there is a need for translation agents who are
comfortable in the circles of both the powerful and the powerless, and who are able to facilitate
the journeys of both.” (Eversole, 2012: 37). My research strongly supports the idea that there is
a need for a person acting as intermediary between the landscape itself and all the people and
institutions who stake their claims upon it. I suggest that this role would be one of ‘landscape
advocate’; someone who would seek to ensure that the best outcomes for the place itself were
the priority, rather than political and commercial aims.
In the case of HS2 the only mediators currently available are those engagement professionals
who are employed directly by HS2 Ltd. These teams are, as has been discussed, not currently in
any position to act effectively as landscape advocates. In the case of neighbourhood planning,
the only available mediators are planning consultants and local authority planning officers, who,
I would suggest, could be in a compromised position due to their professional allegiances. This
thesis proposes that there are therefore good reasons to look for a landscape advocate with no
specific political allegiances or attachment to national government who is in a position to help
residents to face pressures brought to bear by development proposals. It is crucial to recognise
that “The person facilitating the discourse arena is [also] in a potentially powerful position.”

(Tewdwr-Jones and Allmendinger, 1998: 1985). An understanding of the ethical dimension of
the role is therefore also important. Eversole finds that goal of true participation in planning is
“a veritable mirage: the way of thinking that creates it, also makes it impracticable.
Formal development organizations, by virtue of their own identity and positioning as
change agents, have difficulty seeing the change agency of others.”
(Eversole, 2012: 31-32)
The policy mediator role therefore needs to be effective in activating, enabling and supporting
the change agency of inhabitants.
Gallent finds that, in his case studies; “what stands out here as a key message is that those actors
perceived to be further away from regulatory process found it easier to work with communities.”
(Gallent, 2013: 392). The research in Ashley suggests to me that an academic researcher can fulfil
these criteria. They would need to have no commercial, professional or political interests in the
specific policies of the NP and could stand independently from the planning profession.
Landscape architects would be suitable specialists with the relevant overview of landscape
concerns needed to be able to fulfil the role.
I propose that disturbance in the system of Ashley has the potential to change relationships in
many ways, within a spectrum of multiple emergent effects. The crucial problem, therefore, for
those interested in placing long-term landscape futures in the hands of inhabitants, is how a
landscape advocate could create disturbances which have the best chance of creating cascading
engagement. My work in Ashley has led to the formulation of two sets of guiding principles for
prompting cascading engagement. The first set offers to support the significant increase of
primary, embodied engagement with landscape. These recommendations are for third-sector
bodies such as environmental charities or parish councils, but also for organisations who wish
to prepare the ground for engaging inhabitants with infrastructure proposals. The second set is
for prompting cascading public engagement with specific infrastructure proposals.

6.5 Recommendations for cascading primary engagement with existing
landscape
Because this type of engagement is between the lived landscape and its inhabitants, it is, as
previously discussed, the desirable pre-condition for any effective engagement with large
landscape infrastructure projects. It is in the interests of the landscape itself, and therefore
presumably of government, that this super-engaged state be achieved as the basis for
engagement with state-led projects. The overarching aim should be to build a capacity for
expansive, timely, and well-informed reflection and deliberation. These recommendations are
based on the testing in Ashley of my framework for public engagement as described at the start
of Chapter Five:
1. Set broad goals that allow specific methods and targets to emerge: It is important to
accept that, whilst there will be location-specific goals, precise outcomes cannot be controlled,
so be open-minded and respond positively to changes of direction as needed. As an example, if
your aim is to increase public engagement with a local river system, you will need to
accommodate the reality that people might choose their own preferred method of engagement,
be it art, fishing, volunteering or swimming. An overly-elaborate plan of action could well be
wasted, in the face of inhabitants’ preferences.

2. Prioritise embodied engagement but support diverging activities: the process will only
be robust and resilient if activity diversifies, so that blockages to engagement can be
circumvented. If physical access to a site is difficult, for example, then people may need
assistance in devising creative solutions to the problem.

3. Allow time for engagement to develop: complex landscape issues demand careful thought,
and inhabitants may not have much spare time. This is a slow process. This does not mean that
it is overly time-consuming in terms of working hours devoted to the project. Rather, it is a case
of a long-term thinking at the landscape scale, and commitment to sustained timely
interventions, probably over a period of two or more years.

4. Be a landscape advocate: the role of anyone carrying out this work in a local area needs to
be entirely transparent to inhabitants. The only possible motivation for this person is the best
possible outcome for landscape itself. This reduces potential for bias, and helps to make it clear
to all that no one interest-group is being favoured. If landscape itself is the key motivator,
benefits are long-term. This is the element of the process which requires a specialist’s
understanding of the complexity of landscape.

5. Listen to people: this is the most important function of the landscape advocate. Be humble,
however great your expertise, and learn from what locals have to teach you, including dissenters,
lone voices and marginal groups. You will find that there is no limit to what they know and you
don’t. At the same time, don’t be afraid to show them that you are in the process of learning a
great deal, as this demonstrates your commitment to and respect for their place.

6.6 Recommendations for cascading engagement with infrastructure proposals
Ideally, these guidelines would be used in a landscape that already had an improved capacity
for engagement, due to previous work in line with recommendations one to five. They could
still be applied, however, where that has not been the case:
6. Begin visiting and engaging with the locality at the earliest feasible date and continue
to the latest possible date: your infrastructure proposal will be many years in the planning
and construction, and has much longer-term landscape impacts. The investment of time in to
public engagement should be proportionate, and cascading engagement will not be achieved
quickly.

7. Go for a walk, and see where it leads you: then another, and on until you have built a
network of knowledgeable contacts, a trusted local reputation, and a good working
understanding of the local landscape. Then you will know what you need to do next.

8. Enable a dialogue for co-design: set up links between locals and your organisation’s
designers, planners, engineers or ecologists. Facilitate communications between them, and,

most importantly, invite the professionals to walk and observe the place with you and with
inhabitants. This will be the most meaningful way to communicate the needs of the landscape
to the professionals, and brings inhabitants and professionals to the same ‘table’ for
deliberations.

9. Understand, accept and respond: your role is to understand what local people are telling
you, and to find a way for your organisation to process and use that knowledge. Be flexible and
imaginative in your actions; don’t impose your own views. Find out how people would like to
be engaged.

10. Avoid making assumptions about the place or people: The landscape you are working
in may look similar to other locations, but it is entirely individual, and so are its inhabitants.
Treat each place as unique and don’t act on any pre-conceived ideas you may have.
One possible fear about such sustained public engagement in landscape proposals is that it
might be too time consuming and therefore costly. Rod Barnett emphasises that engagement
with landscape need not necessitate large investments of time and resources;
“since quite complex behaviours can come from very simple interactions of simple
components (the butterfly effect) people’s ability to make small changes to their
environmental conditions can spiral upwards in to dramatic revisions of social
relationships.”
(Barnett, 2013: 203)
Barnett’s view has been very influential in the writing of this thesis. When working with the
above recommendations, I suggest that although the overall duration of engagement needs to
be sustained, this does not necessarily mean that the total commitment of working hours is
excessive. If the networking process is successful, you will reach individuals who can teach you
an enormous amount fairly quickly, and who in turn could find themselves galvanising others
into action.

